Face to Face: More Important Than Ever

The value of open dialogue, exchange and
interaction offered through face-to-face
communication will never go away. But
CV-19 has changed things, discouraging
many face-to-face interactions and forcing
us to be creative in how we can relate to one
another and build community in business.

The Relevance
of Human
Connection

New and dynamic media platforms have redefined
the digital experience by re-humanizing the online
experience. And yet, despite the advances of virtual
interaction, human-to-human connections whether
virtual or in person remain essential for organizations
to bring ideas to life, forge common ground and
deepen relationships.

In fact 83% of Americans currently
required to work from home state they
miss attending in-person meetings and
conventions, while 78% say they plan to
return to live events when the threat of
CV-19 passes.*

All non-verbal communication — body language and
facial expressions, from the arched eyebrow to the eye
roll, as well as the tone and significance of raised pitch
versus an ironic aside — continues to be of utmost
importance, though they can easily escape notice
which is in many cases the norm.
In a time and context in which virtual is business as
usual, expressing body language is incredibly important.
Presenters accustomed to connecting with an
audience by gesticulating and moving across a stage,
now must command attention using only the top third
of their bodies.
As technology advances for events, conferences and
seminars, a range of multimedia options create new
approaches for delivering compelling communications.
These communications are both interactive and
informative in virtual environments, facilitating human
experiences that engage the holistic sensory needs that
guide human behavior.

* APCO Insight

Content Stays King

The primacy of good content remains true for face-toface interactions, both in person or virtual. The quality
and clarity of content delivered are — and always will
be — crucial to success. Relevant, value-filled content
that attracts an initial audience and then captivates it
for future interaction should be the overarching goal.
Communication experiences ranging from day-today activities to the fully transformational furnish
opportunities to deliver content-rich interactions
that engage, educate and excite employees, partners
and customers alike. This long-term perspective
reaches beyond the immediate to ensure loyalty
and future engagement.
Even with revolutionary technological advances and
an increased reliance on virtual events, genuine
human communication and understanding still
depend on immersion and context. Blended formats
that combine large virtual national and international
events with smaller local in-person breakout
sessions offer opportunities for both scale and
intimate connection.
Inside an organization, an effective and efficient
in-person communicative event can be as crucial to
organizational change and forging Shared Purpose
as an enterprise-wide technology transformation.
Even at a smaller scale, a weekly well-run meeting,
a thoughtful, enjoyable company holiday celebration
or an annual franchise, channel partner or sales
meeting create opportunities for renewing
relationships and fostering new ones.

Virtual Events

Organizations often struggle to bring their formerly
in-person content online. Even as social distancing
rules relax, many vestiges of a completely-virtual time
will continue to reverberate as life returns to the
“new normal.” We help organizations make the
transition from face-to-face to virtual and back again,
taking into account all the important components
of a successful online event, the technology
platform, monetization model, presentation format
and networking necessary to attract and engage
virtual audiences. For example, whenever possible
include a PIP (Picture In Picture) video set-up, which
creates a studio-like, newscaster viewing experience
which will improve audience engagement.

Meetings and
Corporate Events

Interactive meetings that not only communicate
but also invite participation help the best experiences
stand out from the routine. Building on pioneering
work for brands of any scale such as Boston Scientific,
Cardlytics, Coca-Cola, Conduce, Ford Motor Company,
Holiday Inn Worldwide, Lexus, Microsoft and others,
we can create informative and participative meeting
and event experiences proven to delight and
engage participants.

Trade Shows

While online platforms create new opportunities, the
importance of face-to-face interaction and product
presentation at live trade shows will continue to be
critical in differentiating value and selling goods and
services across complex networks, diverse industries
and far-reaching geographies. Whether you’re an
early-stage company preparing for your trade show
debut, a global brand with a multimedia exhibition or
a consortium sponsoring an entire pavilion, creating
engaging and educational experiences which
reinforce content and attraction for the audience
will help you capture attention and stand out from
the crowd.

Exhibits and
Environments

Along with retail environment experience, our team has
significant expertise in creating brand experiences that
range from modest corporate information exhibits to
visitor centers and entire consumer environments.
From factory tour exhibits for Mercedes-Benz, to
learning centers for Motorola and brand experiences
for Samsung – our team’s work has informed
audiences and participants while entertaining and
bringing each brand to life in unique new ways.

About BrandCulture
and Brilliant

We believe that immersive brand experiences are
about big ideas...and small details. Our strategists,
writers and designers begin by collaborating across
disciplines with one common goal: developing
compelling content by having something to say and
expressing it in a clear, unique way. Once we satisfy
this immutable requirement, our experienced design
and production experts at BrandCulture and Brilliant
activate and energize exhibits, events and brand
experiences that build enduring differentiation,
understanding, preference and loyalty.
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